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Your reference: DTD/CAH/JSG
Our reference: NM/65-73/39198
NM/65-73/39 198
12 October 1998
Dear Sires)

Patents Act 1977: Patents Rules 1995
Application/Patent Nos. EPO004049, EP0155609, EP0155634, EP0159516, EP0173082,
EP0217024, EP0215347 & EP0218076
I

Thank you for the application for registration made on Form 21177(and for the accompanying
EP0218076..
documentary evidence) which is filed on EP0218076
I can confirm that for each of the patents (or patent applications) listed above
requested on the form has been made.
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recordal

However , EP0550448 stands in the name of Sudzucker Aktiengesellschaft
Mannheim/Ochsenfurt, of Maximilianstrasse 10, W-6800 Mannheim 1, Federal Republic of
Germany. Please could you confirm that the patent number is correct.
I enclose a copy of an extract from the Register of Patents for the first numbered patent
showing that the recordal requested has been made and showing the name(s) of the present
proprietor(s) and the address for service. Please notify me by return if anything is not correct.
If the Register already reflects the correct address for service, and the entry at box 6 on the
Form 21177 merely confirms that fact, no further action is necessary. However, if you are the
new address for service, for all matter relating to these patents, then you should request that
this change be recorded by means of a Form 51177. In order to ensure that correspondence
is not mis-directed and lost please write to me at the Patent Office with details of any future
changes that might be made to the address for service shown
shown..
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anmversary of the
Kindly also note that renewal fees need to be paid annually by the anniversary
. application date in order to keep the patents in force.
Yours faithfully
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Natalie Morgan
Patent Assignments
PAAI - MULTIPLE PUBLISHED
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